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Grow any business, anywhere.
Earn repeatable & reliable income as a business & leadership advisor in your 
niche delivering real results with a demonstrable ROI.

Become a Waymaker Certified Partner
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Without an effective, repeatable coaching or consulting system that delivers demonstrable 
returns, it’s going to cost you. 

ü Constantly chasing new clients
ü Cashflow is unpredictable 
ü You can’t demonstrate ROI

ü Everything lives in your head
ü You can’t scale your service
ü Lost profits in unbillable time

How to build a better coaching or consulting 
business shouldn’t be a mystery.

Becoming a high value, profitable business coach or consultant that has a family and lifestyle 
balance is really hard, which is why so few never make it. Unless you know the way.
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Waymaker Partner gives you everything you need to 
deliver growth for your clients.

Powerful software
The most powerful set of 

multidimensional diagnostics to find 
gaps and then build roadmaps, track 

goals & deliver strategic agility.

World class methodologies
A suite of methods and practices 
specifically built for Waymaker’s 

software so you can train new team 
members with ease, delivering quality 

over and over again.

Playbooks on demand
A library of courses, playbooks, and 

frameworks on-demand for 
professional development to kill 

unbillable time and make it easy to 
scale your practice.
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⇒ Win & keep more and better clients
Win new business more easily & keep more business 
because of your demonstrable ROI.

⇒ Increase revenue & repeat billing
Stop churning clients, hold them for longer & increase your 
customer lifetime value.

⇒ Demonstrate your ROI
Show real progress from your contribution to your client’s 
business improvement.

⇒ Kill unbillable time
Use your intuitive technology to automate old paper based 
services & leverage our academy of playbooks to accelerate 
speed to market.

Now you can



Waymaker’s intelligent leadership platform enables leaders to diagnose gaps, plan roadmaps, deliver goals, eliminate 
wasted time in meetings and dashboard business critical data.

Every organization needs 
Leadership Software
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What can you do 
as a Certified 
Waymaker 
Advisor?

Build a high value advisory practice delivering all 
or some of the following services;

ü Business strategy and planning
ü Leadership coaching and development
ü Revenue acceleration 
ü People & culture development
ü Goal & OKR implementations 

Waymaker provides the software, education, and 
playbooks for you to run repeatable, scalable, low effort, 
high return, strategic advisory services.

Powered with AI in the Waymaker Strategy Cloud.
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Training, software, education, and playbooks.

What is in Waymaker Partner?

100x faster than doing it yourself and 10x cheaper than buying a franchise. Waymaker Partner gives you access to everything 
you need to provide high value services to clients in person, or online, as a strategic business & leadership advisor. 
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ü Partner portal
Ability to create, onboard, and intelligently manage clients at scale using 
Waymaker with one or many consultants in your team.  

ü Access to all Waymaker diagnostics & software
Learn and use all Waymaker diagnostics at no extra charge within your 
own instance of Waymaker. Leverage the goals, roadmaps, task boards, 
meetings and dashboards to run your own advisory practice. 

ü On demand resources in Waymaker Academy
License to use Waymaker content, courses, playbooks, and templates in 
your own practice.

ü Certification
Professional certification with global recognition.

ü Community of leaders
Connection, learning, and networking with other advisory leaders around 
the world. Be a part of something bigger, without it controlling your 
business.

Simplify your own advisory practice, or 
scale a team knowing Waymaker is 
always working to build a better 
platform to so you can achieve more, 
while doing less.



3 Steps to become a 
Waymaker Partner
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Sign up as a partner

Sign up as a Partner. Choose the Partner license and you’ll 
have access to your own Partner Portal and all the learning 
content to become certified and start selling advisory 
services straight away.  

Visit Waymaker.io/pricing

Get certified

We’ll train you to apply Waymaker to any organisation 
using our software and playbooks.

Choose our 30 day certification program or, our High 
Growth Advisor Program which is designed to launch new 
partners using the skills of business advisory, sales traction, 
and executive coaching.

Grow

We’ll show you how to win and grow clients on a 
repeatable, scalable process to achieve your goals.

https://waymaker.io/pricing/
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To do that you know you need to find and deliver the highest 
value activities in the fastest possible way, every quarter.

The problem is with everything moving so fast you end up stuck in 
the driver’s seat doing too much and with no time to think or plan 
how to build a better business.

We believe strategic agility is the key to building a better business 
in the midst of chaos.

We know building a better business is hard, which is why we 
developed a platform that helps you find your breakthrough and 
start building a better business in 30 days or less.

At Waymaker we know that you want to be a 
transformational leader.

We help leaders and teams

Plan better
By revealing the most 
valuable actions through our 
intelligent diagnostic tools.

Grow better
By lifting performance 
through AI powered goals 
(OKRs) and easy to use 
playbooks. 

Lead better
By aligning teams with 
dynamic roadmaps, meeting 
automation, and task 
boards.



Free resources to help you build a better business. 

Waymaker resources

Waymaker Academy 
Accelerate your career with learning courses designed to get 
your further faster. You can become certified in Waymaker 
diagnostics and lead business & personal transformations.  

Visit: Waymaker.io/academy 

Waymaker Support
Our knowledgebase contains helpful how to articles for the 
administration and technical implementation of Waymaker in 
your organisation or for your clients. 

Visit: support.waymaker.io
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Waymaker Podcast: Leadership Torque
Listen or watch Waymaker leaders explore topics on business, 
strategy, technology, and leadership. Avaialable on all major 
podcast platforms. Search Waymaker Leadership Torque. 

Visit: Waymaker.io/podcast 

Waymaker Blog
Find helpful articles on topics that will build your skills and 
knowledge on leadership, strategy, business growth, customer 
experience, employee experience and personal development.

Visit: Waymaker.io/blog 

https://waymaker.io/academy/
https://support.waymaker.io/
https://waymaker.io/podcast/
https://waymaker.io/blog


Waymaker Partner
Grow any business, anywhere. Earn repeatable & reliable income as a business advisor 
in your niche delivering real results with a demonstrable ROI.

Make business improvement, business as usual.

Published on January 2023. The information contained in this brochure is provided as is and without any warranties of any kind, whether expressed 
or implied. All users and purchasers of Waymaker products are subject to the terms and conditions of use. Review these at Waymaker.io/msa

Book a demo at Waymaker.io/discovery 
Or, start a free trial today.


